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ABSTRACT 
Let V be a finite dimensional vector space over a finite field F. We call two functions 
fand g from V into some set linearly equivalent if there is a non-singular linear trans- 
formation L of Vsuch thatf = g o L. We determine the number of equivalence lasses 
of functions from Vinto a set of given cardinality. Along the way, we obtain the number 
of orbits of L considered as a permutation  the points of V. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Notation: 
F, finite field GF(q), char F = p any prime; 
G, group GL(n, q) of non-singular n x n matrices over F;  
V, vector space of dimension  over F;  
P, the set of irreducible polynomials f ( t )  over F, excluding f ( t )  = t. 
Definition. Let fand  g be two functions defined on V. ThenSand g are 
(l&early) equivalent if there exists an L ~ G such that f  = g o L. 
This paper will give a formula for the number of equivalence classes of 
functions on V into a set T of any given cardinality t. In particular, 
t = q gives the functions into the ground field F. 
Taking T = {I, 2 ..... t), we can specify a function f from V into T by 
giving an ordered t-tuple of sets (Sa,..., SO, Si C_ V satisfying 
$1 u "- u S~ = V, S in  Sj = ~b if i 3& j,  namely Si = f-~(i). 
We can consider elements of G as permutations on the set of such 
t-tuples, and we see that f and g are equivalent if and only if there exists 
L ~ G taking the t-tuple fo r f in to  the t-tuple for g. Thus we wish to know 
the number  of orbits of the set of t-tuples under the action of the permuta- 
tions in G. 
1 This paper was written while the author was at the Institute for Defense Analyses, 
Princeton, New Jersey. 
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We use the following result: 
THEOREM 1. In any permutation group (on a finite set), the number of 
orbits is equal to the average number of points left f ixed by elements of  the 
group [4, Exercise]. 
Thus the number we are looking for is given by 
where 
1 
i O I E J (L ) .  L~G 
I G[ = order of G, 
3-(L) = number of t-tuples ($1 ..... St) left fixed by L. 
But 3-(L) is constant for L in a given conjugate class of G, so we can 
decompose the above sum into 
1 
i G l~ lk [ J ' (k )  
where k ranges over the conjugate classes of G; this can be rewritten as 
where c(k) is the order of the centralizer in G of an element of k. 
Now if L e k leaves (Sx ..... &) fixed, then each S~ must be a union of 
orbits of L considered as a permutation of the points of V. Hence for each 
orbit of L we must choose which Si should contain it, and we obtain 
~'(L)  = t ~ (2) 
where o(L) is the number of orbits of L. 
2. THE CONJUGATE CLASSES OF G 
Let f ( t )  ~ t a -- Ha_it a-1 . . . . .  a o be a polynomial in P. The com- 
panion matrix of f is given by 
A I l i o  1 0 . - .  0 1 
0 1 
1 
a 1 a~ 9 9 9 ad_  1 
582/3/I-4 
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We define 
AII 0 0 9 9 9 0-' ,  
AI 0 - ' '  
Ia AI 9 " " 
0 0 " " 9 " Ia"  A I J  
with r copies of AI on the main diagonal, and d x d identity matrices la 
on the next diagonal. 
Further, if l is some integer, and 7r a partition of  I into ~1 ones, ~'2 twos, 
etc. (so that Xrrcr~ = 1), then AI~ is the matrix with r 1 copies of AI(1~, ~'2 
copies of A I~,  etc. down the main diagonal. We write ~ = (if1, 2-~ ...), 
and I = let I 9 Thus i f~  = (12) then I~rl = 3 and 
0 0) 
AI~ = AI 0 . 
~0 /~ Ai 
REMARK. Af~ is a matrix of dimension I ~" I " dgf  
We can now describe the conjugate classes of G as follows: 
THEOREM 2. Let ~r be a partition-valued function on P, satisfying 
[ zr(f)] dgf---- n. (3) 
IeP  
Corresponding to zr we associate the matrix 
diavg (A ,.,,,). 
Then as 7r ranges over all functions satisfying (3), the corresponding 
matrices range over a complete set o f  distinct conjugate class representatives 
[1, 2]. 
We shall write 7r(.f) = (1 "~(I) 2"2(1),...), and use ~" to denote both the 
partit ion-valued function and the corresponding matrix. 
3. c@) 
The order of the centralizer in G of Tr has been previously obtained [1]: 
8 
c(rr) = I-I (qao,tt~(,)t+2~.(,,l 1-[ ~k,-~,+l (-~-g,)) (4) 
f~P i=1 
where q~(t) = (1 --  t)(1 --  t 2) ". (1 --  tg. 
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k I ~ k~ ~> "" /> k~ > 0 (ks+ 1 = O) are the parts 
conjugate to qr(f) [3] and 
i=a 
of the partition 
4. o(~r) 
The size of  the orbit of  7r containing a point v E V will depend, in 
general, on the choice of  v. We can write the vector space V acted on by ~r, 
as a direct sum of subspaces 
,~r(D 
v=~Z|  Z |  v,.,., 
f~P ~'=1,2,... j=a 
where VI(,,.j is the j-th copy of a space of dimension rdgf, acted on by 
A f{~) . 
If the component of v in VI,,~ is vlmj and the period of At,,, on 
vlm,j is m1,,~ j, then the orbit containing v will be of size 
1.c.m ml(r~ j . 
$,~,J 
To obtain the periods talc,,;, we write the component v1~,~,j as an 
r-tuple of  vectors of  length dgf: 
, (a) 6") -, Vftr) , j  : ~Vltr~ j , . . . ,  Uft r ) j ) .  
Let k( f )  be the period of A~ (on non-zero vectors). (k ( f )  is simply the order 
of  a root of  f in  an extension field ofF.)  
The following lemma tells us we only need to know which components 
v~m,~ are non-zero in order to determine m~(,~ j .
LEMMA. Let  v ~ VI~,, have v a as its last non-zero component, i.e., 
v = (v a, v 2 ..... v a, 0 ..... 0). I . fp o-a < a <~ pb, then the period o f  AI~,, on v is 
pbk(f ) .  
PROOF (the following proof  is due to Jacques Tits): We write 
where 
AI '"  = $I(,) " U/ ,) ,  
[A I  0 .." 0 \ 
=to s~,., ~'0 "..i ~t," o" / and U~, . ,  = 
\ 0 .'. 0 A I /  
h o ... o \  
i 
0 "'" A71 I~ 0 
0 "'" 0 A /  Id /  
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The period of Sfc~ on any non-zero vector is clearly k(f).  We now show 
that the period of Uyc~, on v is pb: Setting 
TI,,, = U1,n -- Ire, 
we have 
(UI"') ~" = L.a + (TI"')", 
since the field has characteristic p. But we see directly that 
if and only i fs  >/b.  Since the order of U1c~ is a power ofp  (seen by taking 
s large enough), its order on v is precisely p~. Since S1~r~ and Urn, commute, 
and their orders k(f)  and p5 are relatively prime, the assertion follows. 
Thus the period of qr on v e V is determined by giving an integer alc,~ j 
(corresponding to a in the lemma) for each f,  r, andj .  I f  we take b1(r),j so 
that 
pblm,F1 ~ af~r),j ~ pbl~r),J 
then the period of qr on v is equal to 
1.c.m. (p~m,.&(f)) 
f , r , j  
(where, if af~r,.~ = O, we takeffi~).~k(f) = 1). 
Now let S be any subset of P, b any non-negative integer. We want to 
look at the set N(S, b) consisting of those points of V satisfying 
(1) for eachf~ S, there is some r, j such that alc~,,j r O; 
(2) am,,~" = 0 i f f r  S; 
(3) a1~,.; ~< pb, for all f, r,j, and 
(4) i fS  =/=- ~, b > 0, then am,,~ >pS-~ for some f, r,j. 
By the above remarks, all such points have period 
pb 1.c.m. k(f) .  
fsS 
Further the sets N(S, b) are disjoint and exhaust V. Letting 
n(S, b) = card N(S, b), 
and 
k(S) = 1.c.m. k(f) ,  
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we have 
o(=) = Z Z n(s, b) (5) 
sc_e 8=0 Pbk(S) " 
But the number of  points in V satisfying (1), (2), and (3) is seen directly to 
be 
m(S, b) = ]-[ (qagStzr<~b r~lf)+~bZr>~ ~,ll)l __ 1). (6) 
f~s 
(If S = q~, re(S, b) : 1 ; we also define m(S, - -  1) : 0 for any S.) Thus 
n(S, b) : re(S, b) - -  re(S, b --  1). (7) 
Formulas (1), (2), (4), (5), (6), and (7), together with the description of  the 
conjugate classes in Theorem 2, give the answer to our question. 
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